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§ 1 o Introduction 
In this report the letters (f, .g, Q, ~, U, lY, )J; ?/, etc. denote 
collections of subsets of a given space. The collection of finite 
intersections of sets taken from Qis denoted by O."; the family of ar-
bitrary unions of sets from Q is denoted by (X~ 
We define the operator y on the collections of subsets of a set by 
y (Q) = ((1A)V o 
We say that a set A is generated El. 0. in case AE:. y(O) o 
Let {x, Ci} be a topological space. As is well known, a subbase ~ for 
the topology (o/'is a collection of subsets of X for which y(g) = cJ': 
This report treats subbases which are minimal in the sense that no 
proper subcollection of 3 generates the topology C,: 
A subminispace is a topological space which has a minimal subbaseo 
The ordinary subbases in general topology are seldom minimal in the 
sense defined aboveo However, it can be shown that each metric space 
is a subminispaceo 
The class of subminispaces is closed under the taking of disjoint 
topological unions and topological products. Any arbitrary topological 
space X can be embedded as a clopen subset of a subminispace Y so that 
Y\x is discrete. It is also possible to embed X as an open dense subset 
in a subminispace Y. These elementary properties on subminimality will 
be proved. in §2. 
We also construct some examples of topological spaces that are not 
subminispaces, one of which is a completely regular space )]:;ee §4]c 
Finally, it can be shown that any topological space can be embedded 
densely or clopen in a space that is not a subminispace l~ee §5]. 
One can define analogously the class of minispaces: 
A collectionl3of subsets of X is called a minima_l ~ for the topology 
(o/'if <Y = 2v and if no proper subcollection 'lie..~ is a base for CJ:, A 
topological space is called a minispace if it possesses a minimal baseo 
The class of minispace does not prove to be very important howevero 
EachT1-minispace is a discrete space and in the case of T0-spaces, the 
topology is completely determined by a partial ordering on X and a subset 
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CCX of "central points". It is true however, that each T0-space can be 
densely embedded in a T0-minispace [see §3]. 
Although the definitions of minimal base and minimal subbase seem to 
be connected, the resulting classes of spaces are completely independent. 
The proof of this independence of the two classes will be given in §5o 
The proof of the theorem that each metric space is a subminispace will 
appear in a separate report. See [1]. 
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§2. · Elementary properties· of minimaL subbases-.and subminispaces. 
Definition 1: A subbase 3 is .called a minimal subbase iff there exists 
no proper subset--3' -of$ with y(.&1 ) = y(S). 
Definition 2: A topological space {x,O'} is called a subminispace iff 
there exists a minimal subbase ~ for the topology (Y. 
Proposition 1: The following are equivalent: 
1) B is a minimal subbase. 
2) for each UE:g, y(~ \{u}) :/- y(5). 
3) for each UE:~, U ~ y(~\{u} ). 
proof: 1) + 2) is trivial. 
The following well known properties of y are used in that which follows: 
a) for each Q,.$ Qc.{b ==> y (Q) C y (ffi) 
b) for each Q_ Qc. y (a.) 
c) for each Q y2(a) = y(Q). 
2) + 3). Let ue-..3, and suppose that U£y(~ \ {u} ). 
Then UEy(~\{u}) and ~\{U}Cy(~\{u}) by b) and so Sc.y(,S\{u}). 
By a) and c), y(,5) Cy2(!s \ {u}) = y(5 \ {u} )Cy(~) and hence y(~) = 
y(S\{u}), which contradicts 2). 
3) + 1). Let ~, be a proper subcollection of S. 
Then there exists a set U~\~1 which implies that U e:: y(~ \{u} ), By 
b) U€. y(~) and by a) y(S1 ) Cy(~ \{u}). From this it follows that y(~') 
:/- y(~). 
The characterization 3) of minimality of a subbase means that a subbase 
is minimal iff no element of it can be generated by the others. This 
illustrates some kind of "Boolean independence" of the elements of a 
minimal subbase. 
We have the following corollary: 
Corolla!:l..J..: If~ is a minimal subbase, then¢¢~. 
proof : ¢ 6 y ( S \ { ¢} ) • 
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Remark: If we accept the convention that . nn1 U = X, then in the same 
a E.\o'.' a 
way one can prove that X ¢8 if :S is minimal~ In this case, a space is 
indiscrete iff it has an empty subbase for the topology. 
Proposition 2; Each finite space Xis a subminispace. 
pr_oof; If X is finite, then any subbase ~ for its topology is finite. 
Therefore there exists a subcollection 5' C.-:) which is a subbase of X 
while no pxi:i;:er subcollection of .51 is a subbase. 
Remark; In the proof of prop. 2 , the finiteness of g, is essentiaL 
Any subbase for the real line consisting of open halflines (-00 , a) 
or (b, 00 ) contains a proper subcollection that is a subbase for the 
real line, Hence it is not generally true that any subbase for a 
subminispa.ce (the real line is a metric space and therefore a submini-
space) contains a subcollection that is a minimal subbase. 
Proposition 3~ If Jx , (o/' } I is a collection of subminispaces, then 
- l a a aG.. 
the topological product alkI Xa is a subminispace, 
proof: If IT X =¢,then the proposition is trivial. Hence we suppose 
acI a 
that a1k:I Xa =/. ¢, 
For each a E:_I, let g be a minimal sub base for the space X , 
a a 
Let 5 be the collection {1r- 1(u ) lu c:8 , aeI}. 
, a a a a 
We show that 2i is a minimal sub base for the product topology, 
Suppose that 3' is a subcollection of g which is still a subbase for 
the product topology on Xo Then the collection g, = {ocx l1r - 7 (O)E~'} 
a a a 
is a subcollection of'.) which is still a sub base for X • Indeed, if U 
a a 
is an arbitrary open subset of X then 1r-1(u) is a union of members 
a a 
(:5' )A, Because the a'th projection of a member of (:S;)/\ is 0, X or a 
member of ($~ y'\ it follows that U is always a member of Y ( ~~). 
The collection~ is a minimal subbase for Xa, so we have :Sa= Sa' for 
each a, and consequently_8 = g,, The proposition now follows. 
a a 
From propositions 2 and 3, we have the following corollary: 
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Corollaru: Any Cantor space (product of topological doublets) is a 
subminispace. 
Proposition 4: If {x , <Y} I is a collection of subminispaces, then 
- a aaE. 
the disjoint topological union is a subminispace. 
proof: We may suppose that X, nx = 0 for a -:/- B. 
- a 13 
For each a, let -:S be a minimal subbase for the space {x, CJ}. Then 
~I ~a is a minim:l subbase for the disjoint union of {x:, u:}at<:..I• 
Corollar1_]_; Each discrete space is a subminispace. (It is the topological 
union of finite spaces). 
The space of the irrational numbers is a subminispace. As is well-known 
this spaee is homeomorfic with a countable product of countable spaces. 
Remark: In the example of the space of integers IL, we can construct 
for each k > 1 a minimal subbase consisting of sets each containing 
k-points. Take for example 5.k = {o lo = {u, u+1, ••• , u+k-1}, uE::.li}. 
u u 
If we talk:.e Ou from3k' we get a topology in which u-1 E:.{u}- and 
u+k E.{u+k-1 r. Hence Bk is clearly a minimal subbase, 
The subbase consisting of the sets A = {t r:::..Jl It > u} and B = {t~£ It -2- u} 
u - u 
is also an example of a minimal sub base for the space /lo 
A subbase of this type in a totally ordered space is not necessarily 
minimal. For example, it is not possible to construct a minimal subbase 
for the real line consisting of open half lines. However we have the 
following proposition: 
Pro:gosit:ion 5: The spaces W consisting of all ordinals less then a with 
a 
the usual topology is a subminispace. 
:groof: In this case there exists a subbase g consisting of open sets 
of the form (O, B) and ( B, a) which is minimal. 
Take 5 = 31 u!32 , where 
B1 = {(o, s)jo < B < a, Bis not a limit ordinal} 
32 = {(s, a)lo < B + 1 <a} 
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It is well-known that the collection 31 'uB2 where 81' = { (0, 13) IO < 13 
< a} is a subbase for the space W. 
a 
If y is a limit ordinal and y < a, then 
(0, y) =U{(o, 13)113 < y, 13 no limit ordinal}. 
Hence g1 'c y(g1 ) and so g is a subbase. 
The minimality of 3follows from the following two relations: 
I. If (0, 13)€.€1, then there is a 13' with 13 = 13 1 + 1. 
In the topology y (8 \ { ( 0, 13)} ) , there does not exist an open set 
that contains 13' and not 13: ( 0, 13) €. y (5 \ { ( 0, 13)}). 
II. If ( 13, a) G S2, then there does not exist in the topology 
y(~\{(13, a)}) an open set that contains 13 + 1 and not 13: 
(13, a) ~y(3\{(13, a)}). 
The following proposition illustrates the fact that subminimality is 
not a hereditary property. 
Proposition 6a: Any topological space X can be embedded as a clopen 
subspace of a subminispace Y such that each point of Y \Xis an isolated 
pointo 
Proposition 6b: Any topological space X can be embedded as an open dense 
subspace of a subminispace Y. 
proof: Let 3 be an arbitrary open subbase for the topological space 
X which does not contain the empty set. Then we take for Y the set 
Y = xu(:Sx {o, 1}). 
We define the collections 31, !52 and 33 by: 
-~\ = { U u { ( u, 0) } I UE: 8} 
,., 
j2 = {uv{(u, . I Q} 1)} UE: -· 
53 = {{(u,o), ( u, 1 ) } I u E3} 
For each SE.8 we have S = (SV{(s, o)})f'l(SV{(s, 1)}). 
If V€g1 vS2u~, then either vnx = (/J or vnxE:.3. 
ad a): We consider the topological space {Y, y(5*)}, where q!;'" = 31u32 
u :S3• 
As for each Vl;. ~ vnx = (/J or vnxe.g the relative topology on X as a 
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subspace of Y is exactly the topology generated by 8 and therefore X 
is topologically embedded in Y. From· the fact that X = U{ U lut:: ~} and 
the fact that each ue.S is open in Y, we have that X is an open subset 
of Y. As Y \X = U{ulue..53} 1s open we have also that X is a closed 
subset of Y. 
The minimality of the subbase .Bt follows from the fact that both sets 
containing the point (S, 0), resp. (S, 1), are needed to generate the 
open set {(s, o)}, resp. {(s, 1 )}. 
ad. b): We consider the topological space {Y, y(5.-..)}, where 
s-~ s, v~20 
As before we see that Xis embedded as an open subspace of Y. But now 
vnxE:~ for each .V~~~; since 0 <t.. S we· have that for each VE~~, 
vnx :/- !{l. The intersection of two different elements .bf~ either is empty 
or is a subset of Xo Hence X .is a.dense subspace of Y. 
The minimality of the subbase 3~ follows from the fact that each 
point of Y \ X is contained 1n exactly one sub base element which together 
form the subbase ~-. 
Corollary 4: If we assume that there exists a topological space that 
is not a subminispace (such spaces will indeed be constructed in section 
4) we see that the property of subminimality is not inherited by 
arbitrary subspaces, open subspaces, closed subspaces, clopen subspaces, 
or dense subspaces. 
Without proof we mention the following proposition. 
Proposition 7: Each metric space is a subminispace. 
The proof appears· in a separate report. See [1]. 
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§3o Minimal Bases 
Definition 1~ A baseffi for a topology is called a minimal base iff there 
exists no proper subcollection Cb'c.(j such that Q:,1 is a base for the 
topology generated by a. 
Def_inition 2: A topological space {x, CY} is called a mim.space iff 
there exists a minimal base for the topology 0: 
In this section we restrict ourselves to T0-spaces. 
Provosition 1: If (i) is a minimal base for a space X, then for each 
OE::Cb there exists a point x 0 E. 0 such that each neighborhood of x0 contains 
O; 0 is the smallest neighborhood of x0 • 
proof~ Suppose, on the contrary, that for each xE:O, there exists a basic 
neighborhood U(x)eu::. of x which is properly contained in O. Then we 
have O = LJ U(x) and consequently(b\{o} is a base for X which is 
xc.O 
properly contained in <lo This contradicts the minimality of CB. 
Definition 3: An open set O is called a central open set if it is the 
smallest neighborhood of some point x 6 0. 
In a T0-space, a central open set cannot be the smallest neighborhood 
of two different pointso Hence we can define: 
Definition 4: The point x is called the central point of a central 
open set O if O is the smallest neighborhood of Xo 
A point is called a central voint if it is the central point of some 
central open set. It is easy to see that in a T0 space there is a one to 
one correspondence between central open sets and cent;al points. 
As it is impossible to generate a central open set by taking the union 
of other open sets, we have the following propositions and corollaries: 
Propositio_n 2: If O is a central open set of a space, then OE<!) for 
each base(b for the topology of the space. 
Cor_olla_r_y 1: Each base <1 contains all central open sets of the topology. 
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Corollary 2: A base consisting of central open sets is a minimal base. 
Combining with prop. 1 we have the following.characterization: 
Corollary 3: In a minispace there exists exactly one minimal base Ci 
Corollar_y 4! Each finite .space is a minispace. 
proof: In a finite space each point is a central point, The corresponding 
central open sets form:a base for the topology, 
As an Example of a T0 -minispace, we take the following "partially 
ordered topology", which .proves to generate the whole class of T0-
minispaces. 
Example: Let X be an arbitrary set and let.:_ be a partial ordering on 
X. Let C be a subset of X such that the .following conditions are ful-
filled: 
1 ) 't6.X :Jb e. C b .:_ a 
2) \ia,be:.C \fx€X [a_:_ x and b .:_ x~ ]c€C [c _:_ x, and a< c and b .:_ c]] 
3) \f X [(\/ C [c < X ==> c < y J ) <-> X < y]. 
x,yE: CE. - - -
1) means that .any element of x.has .an .:_-predecessor inc. 
2) means that any· element .that, is _:_-preceded by a and b has a 
.:_-predecessor in C that is also _:_-preceded by a and b. 
3) means that x .:_-precedes y if and only if all the .:_-predecessors of 
x also are _:_-predecessors of y. 
Now we define a base <f> for a topology J: by 
<'.t>= {o(c) Jce:.c} where O(c) = {xlc ,:_ x}. 
By 1 ) and 2) (bis a base for some topology on X and by 3) this topology 
is a T0-topology. It is easy to see that all points c EC are central 
points and that the O(c) are the corresponding central open sets. Hence 
{x, J~} is a minispace. 
Now we show that any T0-minispace has the form described above. 
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Let {x,('.J} be a T0-minispace. Let C be the set of all central points in 
X. Define a partial ordering.::_ on X by: 
x.::. y <= \JOE& [xcO => yEO]. 
It is easy to verify that.::_ has the properties of a partial orderingo 
Now we have that if O(c) is the central open set corresponding to the 
central point c, then: 
C < X <==> XE: 0 ( C ) • 
Since { 0( c) I c Cc} is the minimal base, we have that. 
'ef C re < x => c < Yl ==> \/ C [xe.O(c) => y E.O(c)] => ••• CE. ~ - - - CE 
••• Yoe. c-, [xEO => ye.OJ =:> X .::. Y• 
Hence condition 3) is fulfilled. It is easy to verify 1) and 2) because 
these are formulations of the basic properties of a base for a topology. 
Thus we see that {x, G'} is homeomorphic with the space {x, J:}. 
So we have proved the following characterization: 
Proposition 4: A space {x, O"} is a minispace if and only if it is 
homeomorphic to a space {x, J:}. 
Corollary 5: Let {x, J~} be a T1-minispace, then {x, J:} is discrete. 
proof: If {x, J~} is a T1-space, then x .::_y iff x = y. From this it 
follows that C = X (each point of Xis central) and O(x) = {x}. Hence 
the minimal base consists of all singletons of X, Thus the space is 
discrete, 
Proposition 5: a) Each open subspace of a minispace is a minispace. 
b) Each closed subspace of a minispace is a minispace. 
) { Cl , · · proof: a If X, J<r is a mini.space and 0 is an open subset of X, 
then o = V{o(c) icZc no}. 
Hence, the collection {o(c) JcE:Cf)O} is a base for the relative topology 
on O consisting of central open sets, which implies that O is a 
minispace. 
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b) If {x, J;} is a minispace and G is a closed subset of X, then we 
have that for each central point c e: C, c € G <=> 0( c )nG -::J ¢. 
Because the intersection of a central open set with G is empty or contains 
the central point corresponding to this set, we have that the collection 
{Gno(c) Jce::cnG} is a base for the relative topology on G, consisting 
of sets that are central open in G. Hence, this is a minimal base. 
Remark: A subspace of aminispace is not always a minispace. We give the 
following example. 
Exam_ple: 'I'ake for X be the set R of all real numbers. Let < be the 
usual ordering on R, and take for C the set ~ of rational numbers. 
It is clear that the conditions 1), 2) and 3) are fulfilled, hence 
{R, J~} is a mini space. But in the .subspace consisting of the irrational 
numbers, there are no central open sets. 
Pro12osition_ 6:. a) The disjoint topological union of a collection of 
minispaces is a minispace. 
b) the box-product of a collection of minispaces is a minispace. 
proof: a) Let (1 be a minimal base for X , then U (b is a minimal 
. a a a€I a 
base for il;:!T X • 
o,""-.L a 
b) Let<:h be a minimal base for X • Then<::b = {o (c ) Jc EC }, where 
a a a a a a a 
C is the collection of central points of X. 
a a 
It is easy to see that in the box-product topology a point x = ( xa) a€ I 
is central if and only if x E. C for each a~ I. 
a a 
In this case the central open set of (x ) I is exactly the product-
a ae: 
set cJI O(xa)o Hence->the collection <h= {alr oajoae.<ha \/aE.I} is a 
minimal base for the box-product topology. 
Remark~ The topological product of minispaces is not always a minispace. 
We give the following: 
Example: 'I'he Cantorspace is the product of a countable collection of 
doublets (which are clearly minispaces) and contains no central open 
set. 
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Proposition 7: Each T0-space can be densely embedded in a T0-minispaceo 
proof; Let Cb be an arbitrary base for the topology (J of the space X such that 
r/J E;t CB, If each set of Cb is central open, the space was already a mini-
space and there is nothing to prove. Hence we suppose that (}S contains 
open sets which are not central open" 
We take for each non central open set BE(J:) a point cB f!f_ X such that 
cB 1 cB, for B 1 B' 
Let X = Xu { cB I Be..(b, B not central open}. 
For each O, 0 open in X we define; 
o = o u{cBIBECb, Bco}. 
Now we have: 1 ) 0 = r/J for r/J f/... Cb 
" ~ 2) o1 no2 = o1 no2 
3 ) 0 l C O 2 <=> 0 l C O 2 
4) o = V{BIBe(b, ECO} for ECO=> CBE.BCO, 
Thus the collection {O IO E.. O} is a base for some topology on X • 
By 4) we see that {BjBE<:l,} is also a base for this topology. From the 
definition it follows that C Ea <=> BCO <= B co. B 
Hence cB is a central point and Bis its central open set. Thus X is 
a minispace, 
~ 
As B nx = B 1 0 for any B<c::G.:, X is densely embedded in the space X • 
From the fact that onx = 0, we see that the embedding is also a topolo-
gical embedding, 
Proposition 8: a) A minispace Xis compact if and only if there exists 
a finite set of central points {c 1 , , , • , ck} such that X = () O(c. ). j=1 J 
b) A minispace X has a countable base if and only if the set of central 
points is countable-
proof: TriviaL 
Remark: A quotient space of a minispace is not always a minispace. 
We have the following: 
Exam;ple; Let x1 and x2 be two disjoint copies of the real line JR, Let 
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.::, be the usual ordering on bothX1 and x2 and let 11t1·and ~2 be the sets 
of national numbers of x1 and x2 • 
. Q1 (X}Q2) 
On x1 we t,ake the mini-topology J ~ ; on x2 we take the topology J ~ 
LetXbe the disjoint topological union of x1 and x2; then Xis a mini-
space. The quotient space of X which is formed .by identifying the two 
copies of a single real number x for each xe.R is not a minispace. 
Its· topology consists of the .open half .lines { ( a, 00 ) I a e:R}. 
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§40 Examples of spaces without minimal subbases 
As has been shown in the previous section, it is not hard to find 
topological spaces that are not minispaces (each non-discrete T1 space 
is an exam.ple). In this section we construct three examples of spaces 
that are not subminispaces. For each example the non-existence of a 
minimal subbase can be derived by "set-theoretical argumentation", The 
first two exa.~ples are minispaces. The third example is a completely 
regular space which consists of a "large" discrete open subset conver-
ging to an accumulation poinL 
Definition 1: A directed d_oublet D is atopological space consisting 
of two points {o, 1} with the topology: {¢, {1}, {o, 1}}. 
Exampl_e 1 ~ The box-product of a countable collection of directed doublets 
is not a subminispace, 
Remark: By §3, 4 prop. 6b and cor, 4, this space is a minispace. 
00 i\ and its topology by (r. proof: We denote the box-product by X = k~1 
Each point xE:.X, X = ( xk ):= 1 ' where xk = 0 or 
and its central open set O(x) consists of the 
yk _::. xk for each kE:.-IN, 
If we define: Nx = {kc,Nlxk = o}, then we have 
yE.O(x) ,-,, N CN , y .x 
1 ' is a central point 
point y = ( y k) ~= 1 , with 
lN It is easy to see that there exists a one to one mapping~ from 2 
onto X defined by: 
cp(A) = X iff N = A 
X 
We have that if N nN = N , then O(x)no(y) = O(z). 
X y Z 
Let us suppose that -5 is a minimal subbase for the space {x, Ci}. We 
derive a contradiction by the arguments following below, 
0 ()•\ 0/\ C 1; Because -:::i is a subbase, :S' is a base and therefore -::--, contains the 
minimal base CP:b = {O(x) jxc.X}, 
2; If SC S-, then there exists a point xE:X such that O(x) ~ (-S\{s}l\ 
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For if we suppose on the contrary that'10 c.(!s\{s})'\ then ~\{s} is 
also a subbase. This contradicts the minimality of-5. 
3: If O(x) (ff:..(~ \{s} )'' and k, 1.£ IN, k, 1 ft. N and if we define y and 
X 
z by: y = <P(Nx V {k}), re:sp. z = <P(Nx U{l}), then we have that 
O(x) = O(y)()O(z). So it is impossible that simultaneously 
o ( x) e (!S \ { s} )" and o ( y ) €. ( ~ \ { S} )''. 
4: If IN\N is infinite, where x is some point of X such that O(x) ft 
X 
(~\{s})I\ then there exists an infinite set {~}~=1 such that for 
eachmE:N the central open set O(xm), wh~re xm = <P(NxU{n1 , .. o, nm}), 
is not contained in (~ \ {s} )''. This follows by induction from 3. 
5: If O(x) (/:. (~ \ {s} )", then O(x)C.S. 
We have that O(x)C ~/\ and O(x) ¢.. (~ \ {s} )''; hence O(x) = S{' ••• n Sk 
where S = S. for some j, j = 1, ••• , k. 
J 
6: If O(x) ~ (~ \ {s} )" and if A is an infinite subset of N, then there 
exists an infinite subset B = {~};=1, BCA, such that for each m, 
O(x )CS, where x = <P(N U{n1, ... , n } ). m m x m 
For if AnN is infinite, we may take B = AnN • 
X X 
If AnN is finite, then A\N is infinite and we construct as in 4 
X X 
an infinite subset B = {nk}~=1 of A\Nx such that for each m, O(xm) 
E (S\{s})'\ where x = <P(N U{n1 , ••• , n }). From 5 it follows that m x m 
O(x) is contained in S. 
m 
7: Let p = {1 }~=1E.X. Then O(p) = {p}. As O(p)eJS", there exist elements 
s 1 , ••• , SkE.~ such that O(p) = Sl" • o. nsk. By 2 we have that there 
exist points g_ 1 , o •• , g_k such that 0( g_i) ~ ( S \ { s 2 } f'. 
8: Let A(B, 1) denote the statement: 
"B is an infinite subset of IN, B = {nj} j=l such that for each ml£1N, 
we have O(xm1 )cs1 , where x1 = <P (N U{n1 , ••• , n } )". m g_1 m 
It is clear that for B', B infinite, B'CB the implication: 
A(B, m) => A(B', m) holds. 
9: Now we have by 6: 
a) There exists an infinite subset B1 of IN such that A(B1 , 1) is 
trueo 
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b) If A(B1 , 1) is true for some 1 < k, then there exists an infinite 
subset B1+1 CB1 such that A(Bl+ 1, 1+1) is true, 
10: By induction we conclude that there exists an infinite subset Bk 
of N such that A(Bk, k) is true, Because of the fact that BkCB1 
for 1 < k, we have that A(Bk, 1) is true for 1 = 1 ' 9 0 0 ' k. 
Let Bk= {nj}j=l and let m be some natural number m > 1. 
Let r = ¢({n1 , ••o, nm}) and let r 1 = ¢(Nq1 U{n1, , •• , nm}) for 
1 = 1, o ., o, m, 
Now we have O(r)cO(r1 )cs1 for each 1 = 1, ••• , m; hence O(r)c{:~ s1 
= {p}' 
Since r-:/- p and rE:..O(r), this gives the desired contradiction, 
Examvle 2: This is a subspace Y of the space X from example 1. 
Y = {xEXINx is finite}, 
As Y = U{O(y) jy E..Y}, we see that Y is an open subspace of a mini space 
and therefore by prop, 5a, §3, Y also is a minispace. The minimal 
base is a countable base, 
The fact that Y is not a subminispace can be proved by repeating the 
argument given in the proof of example 1. 
Examvle 3: Let m be a cardinal, such that mis not the sum of a countable 
collection of smaller cardinals, and let A be some set with cardinality 
~' The space X will consist of the set A>< A and a single point 
co ¢ A x A, We define a topology (Jon X by means of the following neigh-
borhood bases: 
a) For each point (x, y)EA x A, the set {(x, y)} is open. 
b) A subset U CX is a neighborhood of the point 00 iff ooE.U and for each 
x E..A the set { y E: A I ( x, y) t[.. U} has a cardinal number< m, 
This topological space is not a subminispace. 
vroof: From this definition and the choice of ~' we have that the inter-
section of a countable collection of neighborhoods of 00 is again a 
neighborhood of 00 , As each closed subset not containing 00 is clopen, 
the space is normal and therefore completely regular. 
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1) The point 00 has no neighborhood base ,with cardinal < m. For if 
JtB} A is a collection of neighborhoods of 00 , we choose for each 
X XE:: 
xee.A a point yxE{yE.AJ (x, y)E:.BJ. Now the !3~t U = X\{y.x}xE.A is a 
neighborhood of 00 such that B <t. U for all xE:..A. 
X 
2) Let .:! be the weight of {X, c:Y} o From 1) we' conclude that w > m. Let 
5 be a sub base for the space { X, CY} , then we have· card ( 5) 2:,_ .!!_ > !!!,o 
3) There are m x m = m isolated points in the space fx, c,}. For each 
of these points there is a finite col~ection of elements from J' 
that generates the singletons consisting of these points. The union 
of all these collections is a subcollection 31 c. S with card(51 ) < m. 
Hence we conclude from 2) that card (5 \ S1 ) > !!!, > No• 
4) Suppose that Sis a minimal subbase. Because each set not containing 
00 is contained in y(11 ) , we deduce that each set in ~\51 is a 
neighborhood of 00 • 
Now let 0£ ~ \~1 and let V be some neighborhood of 00 • Now we have 
VCO =-> V Ef.y(q,\{o}). For if Vt.y('S\{o}), we know that O = VV(O\V) 
and therefore VE:. y ( 1s \ { 0}) because of the fact that O \VE. y (51 ) • This 
contrad.icts the fact that'~ is a minimal subbase. 
Ok is a neighborhood of 00 , we know that there exists a finite 
00 
intersection s1n. o. n Sk = U with 00E Uc{:), .Ok and s1, ••• , 
By 4) we have that U ~ y(.g \ {ok}) for k = 1, 2, •• o • Hence 
Ok appears as some Sj for j = 1, o••, no This is a contradiction. 
Remark: In the' proof of example 3, the condition that m is not the sum 
of a countable collection of smaller cardinals is essential for step 
5). It remains an open question whether or not this condition is essen-
tial for the space having no minimal subbase. For example the case where 
m· = .$)1 remains open. 
- 0 
Remark: The space X of example 3 is the quotient space of a space Y which 
is the disjoint topological union of!!!. copies of the space Z defined 
as follows: Z = AU{w}, where w is a point not contained in A; the 
topology on Z is generated by a subbase containing all the singletons 
contained in A and all the sets U containing w with card(Z \ U) < m. 
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It is clear that the space generated by identifying all the endpoints 
w from the union Y = U Z is homeomorphic with the space Xo The space 
X xe-A X 
Z is a subminispace, For ,let a. be the first ordinal with card(a.) 
= m and let W be the space of all ordinals< a. with its usual topology. 
a. 
If we take the subspace W' of W consisting of a. and all the ordinals 
a. a. 
<a.that are no limit-ordinal, then it is easy to see that W' is 
a. 
homeomorphic with Zo The subbase constructed in the proof of prop. 5, 
§2, is also a minimal subbase for the space W'. 
a. 
We see that a quotientspace of a subminispace is not always a submini-
spaceo 
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On the independence of the existence of minimal bases and subbases. 
Pro12osition 1: The properties "minimality" and "subminimality" are 
independent. 
proof: We have the following examples: 
Discrete space, finite space 
Cantor space, non discrete 
metric space 
Example 1, 2 (§4) 
Example 3 (§4) 
minimal base 
+ 
+ 
minimal subbase 
+ 
+ 
Propositi_on 2: Each topological space can be embedded 1.n a space that 
does not have a minimal subbase, 
a) as an open dense subspace 
b) as a clopen subspace, 
proof; a) Let { X, ('.j'} be the topological space g1. ven 1.n Example 1 , §4. 
Let {Y, V} be an arbitrary topological spaceo We may assume y('lx = !i'J. 
~ 
Now we define the "directed topological union" X UYo This is a topo-
logical space consisting of the set X VY and a topology that is defined 
by: 
_._ 
0 is open 1.n Xl.JY 
<=> {Of\X~ (J- and 
O()X = !i'J and 
YC.O 
OnYC.lY. 
Because each open set which has a non-empty intersection with X contains 
the whole set Y, we conclude that a minimal subbase gfor the space XVY 
Q_* 
would induce a minimal subbase for the space X, namely the subbase ~ 
consisting of the intersections Sf"lX where S£.~ and snx -:/- !i'J. 
~ 
Therefore X l.JY is not a subminispace. 
b) Let {Y, lY} be an arbitrary topological space with weight ~o Let ~ 
be a cardinal number> w such that mis not the sum of a countable 
collection of cardinals< m. 
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Now we construct the space {x,C7} constructed in Example 3 (§4) with 
this cardinal number m •. Then the disjoint topological union X UY is 
not a subminispace. 
This can be proved by taking some subbase g for XUY. As ~A is a base 
there exists a collection 1Jc1sA which is a base for the topology 
of Y as ~ clopen subspace of X UY, such that card (1J') 2_ .!!. 2- !!!.• 
Then there exists a subcollection g2c~ with card (g2 ) 2_ !!!_ and 
be choosen so that {{x} lx~X, x 'f 00}cy(.g13 ) and 2_Yc.y(~2 ) • Let ~ 
card (83 ) ~ ~o Put 31 = S2u -5;, then we conclude as before that card 
(8 \,S1 ) > E!_o The proof is completed as in section 4. 
Corollary 1 ° As the "directed sum" of two minispaces is again a mini-
space (as can easily be verified), we have by propo 7 (§3): 
Each topological space can be embedded as a dense subset of a minispace 
that is not a subminispaceo 
E!?of: First we embed the space in a minispace (prop. 7, §3) and secondly 
we embed this minispace in a non-subminispace as above. 
Remark: As the proof of prop. 2a) also works if we take example 2 (§4) 
in stead of example 1 (§4), we may choose an embedding in a compact 
or a non-compact space as we like. 
Remark: From examples 2 and 3 (§4) we conclude that neither of the 
properties of complete regularity, or the second countability axiom, 
are sufficient to imply the existence of a minimal subbase. However 
both properties together imply metrizability and therefore subminimality. 
Concluding we have the following invariants: 
minimal base minimal subbase 
--
Topological unions + + 
Topological products 
-
+ 
Box-products + 
-
Open subsets + 
-
' Closed subsets + -
Dense subsets 
- -
Quotient spaces 
- - ~ 
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